
Program shows Largo Banchi Nuovi

Sunday, April 13th, 2014, at 11: 30 am
Pulcinella earth air fire and where is water?
Bruno Leone presents us with a crazy Punch, with a maya hat maya, an African drum and a 
Neapolitan mask tells four stories accompanied by four short puppet shows dedicated to the four 
cardinal points, the four elements and the four races.The stories come from Bruno Leone's travels 
around the world toghether with Punch.

Sunday, May 4th, 2014, 11:30 am
Wladimiro Lembo known as CLOWN MELANZANA is a cute clown with classic gags 
communicates a healthy desire for fun. Balloon sculptures and hilarious mimic the pillars of his 
enthralling spectacle. Vladimir lives and works in Rome. For the first time in Naples. Come to 
support him!

Sunday, May 11th, 2014, 11:30 am
Magician Franklin
Francesco Morra in art Magician Franklin is the coolest novelty in the panorama of "magic" 
Partenopeo. With a unique and truly special sympathy, leads the audience with a crescendo of gags 
and tricks in a location where wonder and laughter merge into a single message: wholesome 
entertainment, pure and simple.

Sunday, May 18th, 2014, 11:30 am
Punch and Partenope by and with Selvaggia Filippini and Irene Vecchia
The show tells the manner of Punch, the mysterious birth of the city of Naples. Punch has a 
mythical origin for this human but also animal and the divine. The distinctive voice of Punch has an 
equal only to the voice of the enchantress siren Partenope, and the meeting of two souls can not be 
born the city of Naples, the chaotic center of primitive forces.It 's so that Punch and Teresina, vital 
principles, meet, and through the metamorphosis of the sirens in the theater of Guarattelle, there is
the infinite cycle of life.

Sunday, May 25th, 2014, 11:30 am
Scostumino to the fore by and with Marcello Giuliano
Marcello Giuliano known as 'O Scostumato is a multifaceted artist at ease in Radio, Television and 
also La Strada. In the version of the road has a very romantic character, a clown who remembers the 
poetry of Chaplin and very communicative, with mime and giant soap bubbles fails to establish a 
"direct" contact with the public.



Sunday, June 1th, 2014 all day (or just the morning: to be confirmed)
Great day of tammorra (second edition)
Paranze, market, barter exchange, street food and much more ...

The program is being finalized but it should work as a "spontaneous gathering" of "tammorrari" live 
"and on" Naples ...
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